
Finding fruitful problems 
through research



Aiming for the words of wisdom





In order to consider something as insights we need to… 

Form an understanding of how something works from someone’s (group of 
people, role) perspective or how something is meaningful for them… 

Be able to use this understanding to define and solve a problem. 

And solving of the problem needs to create positive change. 



Insights are crystallized forms of understanding that support the 
creative work or decision-making 

Insights are NOT just data

Insights are NOT just findings of market 
research

Insights give perspective that inspires 
good decisions 

They don’t just answer WHAT, but also 
WHY and HOW

Truth is not final

Deep understanding

Truth

Discovery

Unconscious needs

Consumer aspirations

Inspiration

Perspective

Words typically used to describe customer / 
consumer / human insights

Typical explanations of the insights



INSIGHT BEHIND MARKETING



Play can be a way to achieve 
and differentiate

INSIGHT BEHIND A PRODUCT



What kinds of insights you can 
see behind the Airbnb service?

INSIGHT BEHIND A SERVICE



Clarity and right perspective 
give direction to creative work

Photo credits: Roger. Flickr.com 



How to document your 
research



Documentation

•  Think about the quality of your notes from the perspective of teamwork – they need to be 
accessible and understandable

•  Be clear about your expectations for notes and documentation. (full transcripts vs. key bullet 
points)

•  Consider your resources
•  Acknowledge that you can’t escape making decisions when you document – you can’t catch 

everything and the way you document affects the research situation and the analysis
•  Notes for the interview vs. Notes of the interview

Photo credits: Niftynotebook. Flickr.com. 	
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Respondent

Key quote

Description of 
daily life

Pictures



Specific pictures 
according the field guide



Notes according to themes of the field 
guide and links to where key quotes 
can be found in the data



Documentation

Examples from Laurea Service Innoation and 
Design students, 2017



How to analyze and discuss 
data



What analysis is and how can we do it? 



What analysis is and how can we do it? 

Thinking 

Learning 

Interpreting 

Critical scrutiny Breaking things into parts and seeing their relations  

Looking for patterns – reoccuring things  

Constructing arguments 

Relating findings to existing knowledge 

Applying heuristics, models and theories as lenses 

Understanding Perspective Insight 



Four essential stages of analysis

Analysis


1.  Document and arrange your research findings (give 

names/codes to different sets of research)
2.  Immerse yourself in the data and search answers to your 

research questions
3.  Arrange, map, re-arrange the data according to patterns 

you see emerging 
4.  Give names and labels to these patterns. Try out different 

frameworks – what are your findings and interpretations 
of those findings? 



Affinity diagram as a method for pattern recognition and analysis

Analysis



Principles for data synthesis by Jan Chipchase

Analysis


1.  Data should be consumed fresh.
2.  Data is atomistic.
3.  Data is traceable.
4.  Data needs to breathe. 
5.  Move together. Remove together. 
6.  Optimize the absorption of data.
7.  Supporting evidence builds validity. 
8.  Micro, macro and the middle distance. 
9.  Appreciate the value of informal sessions, and informal 

data. 



Pattern recognition workshop – asking questions from the data and making sense with 
the help of data wall

1.  Spend time with data and make your own comments and notes (alone)
2.  Take 10 mins for one person to present one part of data (interview they made or 

report they read)
3.  Others write relevant findings and thoughts on post-its – connecting to quotes or 

observations on other parts of research they are familiar with (you may also ask 
questions) 

4.  Present your post-its and start grouping them – remember that you can change your 
groups (keep empirical data on the wall in a traceable form)

5.  Look for patterns and charts of related groups of findings 
6.  Try crafting initial insights and potential opportunities



Examples of different types 
of lenses



Different viewpoints to the everyday life of people

People

StructurePractice

Analysis



Viewing a phenomenon as cultural and looking for cultural change

Analysis

Food is not just food – not even junk food



Empathy map as a tool for mapping different types of users

Analysis

SEE:	https://medium.com/the-xplane-collection/updated-empathy-map-canvas-46df22df3c8a	



Role – The Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life 

Props 

Framed situations

Backstage

Frontstage

Audiences

Role is not something unreal – we are what we present, and 
the roles and stages change over the course of our days.

Roles are combinations of normative expectations towards 
the behavior of a person in the role. Roles are always 
connected to other roles. (teacher – pupil)

Impression management

Analysis



What Can We Try to Understand

•  Look for experiences of conflicting role expectations – How can we mitigate 
these?

•  Look for situations and rituals where people change roles – What happens? 
How can we smoothen these transformations? 

•  Look for props and tools that are failing the role – How do we support people in 
maintaining their face?

•  See how people enter different roles – What is ascribed, achieved, wanted, 
unwanted? How do we support the dynamics?

Analysis



Fields and capitals – different social realms and how we 
compete in them

Economic

•  Wealth and economic 
power.

•  What you have?

Cultural Social

•  Internalized skills and 
capabilities. 

•  Material cultural objects.
•  Institutionalized degrees.
•  What you know and how 

can you present that?

•  Networks and relations that 
provide social 
responsibilities and 
entitlements.

•  Who you know and how can 
you use that?

Analysis



•  Look for the fields and positions in the fields related to the research problem – 
What are the rules of the field and how do we help people to follow or break 
them in a fruitful way? 

•  Look for the uphill battles in the fields – Where can we leverage the meaningful 
change from? 

•  Look for the types of capital people gather and apply – How can we support 
them in their endeavours? 

What can we try to understand

Analysis



Access to aspects of urban space that provide good experiences, help save time 
and translate into other types of capital. 

•  Proximity to interesting ”third places” such as cafes and restaurants
•  Proximity to local services such as grocery stores, health services, schools, 

recreational activities etc. 
•  Beautiful architecture and visibility of the history of the place
•  Access to nature

Example of a new concept: Spatial Capital 

Analysis



Double cultural analysis – search for opportunities to impact

Analysis

•  Studying and understanding the world of potential users is crucial, but you should also consider the client 
organization and other stakeholders that can affect the phenomenon.

•  What kind of values these organizations have? What roles are relevant? What kind of language is used? What 
kind of habits are common? 



Communicating for potential impact based on your insights

Insights


1.  Know your audience and keep them in mind.
2.  Address the challenge that your research is aiming to 

help solve.
3.  People remember stories. 
4.  Explain your ideas and insights by sharing data points.
5.  Make sure you have structure and balance.
6.  Talk to the people NOT at them.



Contextual interviews



Differences between market research and ethnographic approach – 
properties vs. experiences

Market Research

•  Large samples with many answers
•  Measuring pre-know factors
•  Studying people as isolated individuals
•  Studying detached views and opinion
•  Explaining facts
•  Coming to a conclusion

•  Deep and rich descriptions
•  Describing phenomenon and discovering new 

aspects
•  Studying people in their social relations
•  Studying the embedded experience in real 

environments
•  Understanding truths
•  Opening a new way of seeing

Ethnographic Research



”The greatest weakness of the quantitative approach is 
that it decontextualizes human behavior, removing an 
event from it’s real world setting and ignoring the effects of 
variables not included in the model.” 

Roger Martin, the dean of Rothman School of Management



P.O.I.N.T Analysis as a simple starting point method for affinity 
diagramming 

Analysis



Personas / profiles as archetypes of potential users

Analysis

SEE:	http://www.nordicinnovation.org/realchallenge	



Personas / profiles as archetypes of potential users

Analysis



Visualizing and relating your findings in the analysis

Analysis



Case Example from Helsinki: Middle aged men who don’t use the 
public health services

Starting point: 

A huge health gap between the different socio-economical 
groups of men.

Especially middle aged men passive in using health services 
and the main group suffering of national diseases, diabetes 2 
and hypertension.

Where do we want to be: 

Have a better understanding of the gap in order to find means 
of making it smaller –engaging people with the public 
healthcare services and healthier lifestyles. 



Case Example from Helsinki: Middle aged men who don’t use the 
public health services

Starting point: A huge health gap

1.  Ethnographic research

Understanding and mapping 
the relations of the “passive” 
middle aged men to health and 
health care. 

Fieldwork – the day shift – in 
the pubs of Eastern Helsinki.

2. Co-creation

Discussion the possibilities 
for bringing health to the 
everyday agenda through 
the pubs. 

Discussions with the 
bartenders and customers.

3. Service prototyping

Pilot experiment of a light 
health service taking place 
in two pubs every second 
week for two hours.

Blood sugar and pressure 
measurements and 
possibility for discussions 
with health care students.

http://www.uppsatser.se/uppsats/55a5fdaa92/



Case Example from Helsinki: Middle aged men who don’t use the 
public health services

Finding the people:

Men outside of occupational health care. 

Day shift – groups of men spending time in the neighborhood 
pubs of the suburbs. 

Forms of capital

Social capital – network around the place for advice, support 
and discussion. Group supports freedom and masculinity.

Cultural capital – knowledge and skills – no health-related 
discussions or knowledge.



Case Example from Helsinki: Middle aged men who don’t use the 
public health services

Roles: 

Traditional independent masculinity – fixer working-man 
ethics.

Body as a machine – or something you work with. (not on)

Collision of roles and settings: 

Negative attitudes towards health care – feminine, patronizing, 
“guessing-centres” that try to tell you how to live

Clean white walls, waiting rooms, white jackets – tools used 
on you (not by yourself) – making a fuss of “small problems”



Case example: Taking healthcare to the neighborhood pubs in Helsinki




